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Count To 10
Milburn

Count to Ten.

I saw a request for it, it may well have been done already though. Hope you
enjoy.
This is accurate to my ears... but any changes please let me know, We all live
to learn 
sound better!

Intro:

    Bm   F#m  Gmaj

 e --7----9-----7----|
 B --7----10----8----|
 G --7----11----7----|
 D ------------------|
 A ------------------|
 E ------------------|

Then it changes to this as the two lads sing:

    Bm  Gmaj  Bm   F#7*

 e --7----7----7----6---|
 B --7----8----7----7---|
 G --7----7----7----9---|
 D ---------------------|
 A ---------------------|
 E ---------------------|

The Melody line here is:

e-------------------|------------------|-------------------|
B-----------------7-|------------------|-----------------7-|
G----7-----7--9-----|----7----9--7--6--|----7----7---9-----|
D-9-----9-----------|-9----9-----------|-9----9------------|
A-------------------|------------------|-------------------|
E-------------------|------------------|-------------------|

*This Chord wouldnt show up on any chordfinder i tried.. the closest i could get
to
 a name was when playing the D string open, and you get F#7th. I m aware this
chord
 Sounds a bit wierd, but im convinced its very close to the chord played in the
song.



 If anybody knows the correct chord (if it isnt already!) please let me know!

 Bm        F#m      Gmaj7
Close your eyes and count to ten

 Bm          F#m        Gmaj7
My mouth has spoken without asking my mind again

 Bm       F#m            Gmaj7
For the second time today

 Bm          F#m             Gmaj7
I ve dug a hole that i must fill with an apology

 Bm
But now its far too late
 Gmaj7
Voices declare that they
 Bm                F#7
Will not negotiate

They talk of pride before a fall
Not every battle is critical to win a war
Tommorow i know i ll agree
But now this stronghold has taken control of me

But now its far too late
Voices declare that they
Will not negotiate
Feeling it has been lost
somwhere along the way
you have made your mistakes

The chorus goes like this...

    Em   Fm   F#m  Fm   Em   Bm  Amaj

 e --7----8----9----8----7----7----5---|
 B --8----9----10---9----8----7----5---|
 G --9----10---11---10---9----7----6---|
 D --9----10---11---10---9----9----7---|
 A --7----8----9----8----7----9----7---|
 E ---------------------------7----5---|

Just have a listen to the song to get the strumming pattern and timing spot on
:)

I havent completely figured out the next part of the song, but i when i do i ll



post it up,
unless anybody can show me how its done!

This is my first proper tab, so please give me any corrections, and let me know
if it 
work for you.

Cheers.
Simmo0916


